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THE SCHIRN KUNSTHALLE FRANKFURT PRESENTS THE OEUVRE OF NATHALIE 
DJURBERG AND HANS BERG FOR THE FIRST TIME IN GERMANY ON A LARGE SCALE  
 

NATHALIE DJURBERG & HANS BERG 

A JOURNEY THROUGH MUD AND CONFUSION WITH 
SMALL GLIMPSES OF AIR 
FEBRUARY 28 – MAY 26, 2019 
PRESS PREVIEW: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2019, 11 A.M. 
 
There is an element of seduction when encountering films by Nathalie Djurberg (*1978) and Hans 
Berg (*1978)—striking and immediate, they attract the viewer into colorful, suggestive worlds 
accompanied by hypnotic music. Their playfully told, dismal fables full of black humor examine the 
great questions of humankind. The Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt is presenting the Swedish artist 
duo’s oeuvre for the first time in Germany in an extensive survey exhibition. On display are some 
forty video and sound works from the past two decades, including early videos such as My Name 
is Mud (2003) and Tiger Licking Girl’s Butt (2004), large-format installations like The Parade 
(2011), The Potato (2008) and The Experiment (2009), recent works such as One Need Not Be a 
House, The Brain Has Corridors (2018), and Dark Side of the Moon (2017), numerous sculptures, 
and the duo’s first virtual-reality work It Will End in Stars (2018). 
Nathalie Djurberg became known for her stop-motion films as early as 2003—a slow, very 
elaborate animation technique in which a series of stills creates the illusion of movement. Figures 
made of plasticine, clay, fabric, and artificial hair are protagonists in a filmic narration for which 
Hans Berg has provided the music since 2004, composing a specific sound for each film. The 
exhibition sheds light on Nathalie Djurberg and Hans Berg’s joint artistic oeuvre. Both members of 
the artist duo work intuitively in their own medium—without a script, a storyboard, or a 
predetermined dramatic curve. The process-related character of their work is foregrounded: it 
does not try to arrive at an end, but instead comes down to the process itself. Through the 
interplay of sculpture, moving pictures, and sound, the viewers get caught up in a maelstrom that 
is virtually impossible to resist. Djurberg and Berg let their figures step into action in ominous 
scenes, in the forest, in a cave, a chamber, or on a stage, where they are driven by an 
unconscious inner longing or experience painful, sometimes even grotesque situations. The artists 
take visitors to the exhibition on a journey into the interior of humankind—with films that resemble 
absurd dreams and suppressed memories and explore the limits of what is humanly tolerable in a 
dense atmosphere. 
 
Nathalie Djurberg & Hans Berg. A Journey Through Mud and Confusion with Small Glimpses of 
Air is supported by the City of Frankfurt am Main. 
 
Philipp Demandt, Director of the Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt: “Nathalie Djurberg and Hans Berg 
are artists with a very individual oeuvre that is unrivaled in contemporary art. And it is therefore of 
very special significance that we are able to present their joint artistic work to our visitors on this 
scale for the first time in Germany. Their films, installations, sculptures, and compositions call to 
mind absurd dreams as well as repressed memories.” 
 
Katharina Dohm, curator of the exhibition at the Schirn, on the artists: “The tension in Nathalie 
Djurberg’s stop-motion films arises from the discrepancy between the ostensibly playful medium 
and the storylines, which frequently go to the limits of what is humanly tolerable. The music of 
Hans Berg plays an essential role by undermining or intensifying the atmosphere in the films and 
thus opening up further levels of interpretation. Viewers find themselves, apparently by chance, in 
the position of a voyeur; they must decide how to relate to the figures’ excesses and vulnerability.” 
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INSTALLATIONS 
The exhibition is grouped around three large-format installations, which have never before been 
presented to the public in Germany together: The Parade (2011), The Potato (2008), and The 
Experiment (2009). 
The installation The Parade (2011), which consists of colorfully painted sculptures of various birds 
made from wire, clay, and canvas, as well as the five video works I Wasn’t Made to Play the Son, 
I am Saving this Egg for Later, Deceiving Looks, Open Window, and Bad Eggs, constitutes the 
prelude. As is often the case in Nathalie Djurberg and Hans Berg’s works, viewers suddenly 
become voyeurs of a story that they must find a way to relate to. The artists frequently work with 
ambiguous victim and perpetrator figures. 
The Potato (2008) is a walk-in sculpture in the shape of a potato. In the hollow spaces inside it, 
Djurberg and Berg have embedded three films: It’s the Mother, Once Removed on My Mother’s 
Side, and We Are Not Two, We Are One. In various narratives, the work deals with traumas and 
abuses as well as the deviant and compulsive behavior of their protagonists. 
The installation The Experiment (2009) was created for the Venice Biennale of 2009 and was 
awarded the Silver Lion. Sculptures of oversize flowers and odd, primeval creatures are 
accompanied by three films, with the titles Forest, Cave, and Greed. Their interplay triggers 
associations with a garden of delights or an underworld without rules. 
 
EARLY ANIMATIONS 
The earliest works in the exhibition are from 2003 and were created before Nathalie Djurberg and 
Hans Berg began collaborating. The animated charcoal drawings My Name is Mud (2003) and 
Untitled (Vargen) (2003) mark Nathalie Djurberg’s artistic transition from painting to the moving 
image. The artist nonetheless continues to regard herself first and foremost as a painter until 
today. The first films with clay animation were simple, short scenes, which then became more 
complex, and, starting in 2004, have been supplemented with music composed specifically for 
them by Hans Berg. 
The Schirn shows a selection of eight early animations by Djurberg and Berg from the period 
between 2004 and 2012 in the Rotunda. Central themes are metamorphoses and the relationship 
to nature, as in Turn into Me (2008) or Putting Down the Prey (2008). Works like New Movements 
in Fashion (2006) and The Parade of Rituals and Stereotypes (2012) deal with social satire and 
clichés. Other films are dedicated to sexuality and senseless rituals that conflict with social norms 
and personal cravings, such as Tiger Licking a Girl’s Butt (2004) and Untitled (Acid) (2010), or 
explore the fine line between solicitude and abuse like Florentin (2004). 
The immersive sound installation The Black Pot (2013) is the only abstract work in the exhibition. 
It is also the only work in which the artists reversed their working process: here, the music of Hans 
Berg was created at the beginning, and Nathalie Djurberg then developed imagery with abstractly 
pulsing and metamorphosing shapes and colors that reappear cyclically and wander over the four 
projection screens. The animation is based on oil pastel drawings that Djurberg drew on a surface 
coated with latex and then partially scratched or wiped off again with a palette knife or cloth before 
working on the next sequence. 
 
NEW WORKS 
The exhibition also presents numerous works produced in the past few years, including the two 
sculptures Cheer Up—Yes You Are Weak And Yes, Life is Hard (2018) and My Fixation With 
Making You Happy And Content (2018). As in many of Djurberg and Berg’s works, the animal 
world is humanized here—a means for depicting human brutality and bestiality that is familiar from 
fables or fairytales. 
The show at the Schirn also includes the films Delights of an Undirected Mind (2016) and Snake 
With a Mouth Sewn Shut, or, This is a Celebration (2018). In the latter, Djurberg works with text 
fragments, which she makes use of as a comment level. She uses text again and again as an 
artistic medium like in Untitled (Vargen) (2003), The Parade of Rituals and Stereotypes (2012), or 
One Need Not Be a House, The Brain Has Corridors (2018). In combination with the film pictures 
and the music composed by Hans Berg, additional levels of interpretation arise. 
Three films in which the music is an essential element are shown on large screens in a cinema 
space: Worship (2016), flanked by an installation, mirrors the aesthetics of music videos and club 
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culture. The fairytale-like film Dark Side of the Moon (2017) revolves around a cabin in the clearing 
of a forest to which various characters desperately attempt to gain access. One of the completely 
new works presented in the exhibition is One Need Not Be a House, The Brain Has Corridors 
(2018). Pulsing music accompanies viewers through winding corridors in which characters from 
earlier films such as the wolf—perhaps an alter ego of Djurberg— reappear. 
 
VIRTUAL REALITY 
With their first work created in virtual reality (VR), It Will End in Stars (2018), the artists have tried 
out a new narrative method for the first time specifically for the exhibition. It nevertheless remains 
their own and builds on traditional analogue techniques, on hand drawings and sculpted figures, 
that have been painstakingly scanned and animated. The work is experienced in a setting that 
combines their handcrafted style with digital technology. There are also strong references to 
Djurberg’s early animated charcoal drawings. 
 
Nathalie Djurberg (*1978) and Hans Berg (*1978) live and work in Berlin. Nathalie Djurberg 
studied at the Folkuniversitetet and at the Hovedskous Art School in Gothenburg as well as the 
Malmö Art Academy. The two artists have been working together since 2004. Their works have 
been shown in group and solo exhibitions around the world, among others at the Moderna 
Museet, Stockholm (2005), the 4th Berlin Biennale, the Tate Modern, London, and MoMA PS1, 
New York (2006), at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, and the Kunsthalle Wien, 
Vienna (2007), at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, the Sammlung Goetz, Munich and the 
Fondazione Prada, Milan (2008), at the Kestnergesellschaft, Hannover (2010), at the Walker Art 
Center, Minneapolis, and the New Museum, New York (2011), at the Kunsthalle Helsinki (2013), 
at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston (2014), at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art 
(ACCA), Melbourne (2015), and at the Shanghai 21st Century Minsheng Art Museum, Shanghai 
(2016). They have been awarded numerous prizes, including the Silver Lion of the 53rd Biennale, 
Venice (2009), and the Cairo Biennale Prize, 12th International Cairo Biennale, Cairo (2010). 
 
An exhibition of the Moderna Museet, Stockholm, in cooperation with the MART, Rovereto, and 
the Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt. 
 
EXHIBITION OPENING  
The exhibition Nathalie Djurberg & Hans Berg. A Journey Through Mud and Confusion with Small 
Glimpses of Air will open on February 27, 2019, at 7 p.m., with a live set by Hans Berg and a DJ 

set by Johanna Knutsson. 
 
ARTIST TALK WITH NATHALIE DJURBERG AND HANS BERG 
On May 14, 2019, Nathalie Djurberg and Hans Berg will talk about the exhibition and their work 
with the curator of the show Katharina Dohm. 
Admission with a valid exhibition ticket; registration is requested at: 069 29 98 82-112, 
fuehrungen@schirn.de 
 
CATALOGUE Nathalie Djurberg & Hans Berg. A Journey Through Mud and Confusion with Small 
Glimpses of Air. Edited by Lena Essling, editorial work by Katharina Dohm (German edition), Lena 
Essling and Teresa Hahr (English edition). With texts by Lena Essling, Patricia MacCormack, 
David Toop, and Massimiliano Gioni as well as a foreword by the directors of the Moderna 
Museet, the MART, and the SCHIRN KUNSTHALLE FRANKFURT. German and English editions 
each 280 pages, 600 figs., 28 by 21.7 cm (vertical format), softcover, design by 
BANKERWESSEL, Hatje Cantz Verlag, ISBN: 978-3-7757-4434-8 (English), 978-3-7757-4435-1 
(German), 35 € (SCHIRN), 45 € (bookshops). 
 
VENUE SCHIRN KUNSTHALLE FRANKFURT, Römerberg, 60311 Frankfurt DURATION 
February 28 – May 26, 2019 INFORMATION www.schirn.de E-MAIL welcome@schirn.de 
TELEPHONE +49.69.29 98 82-0 FAX +49.69.29 98 82-240 ADMISSION 12 €, reduced 10 €, 
admission free for children under age 8 ADVANCED BOOKING tickets are available online at 
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www.schirn.de/tickets NOTE Some of the artworks in the exhibition contain images that visitors 
might find disturbing. We recommend that children and young people only visit the exhibition in the 
company of their parents or with a guided tour from the education program for the exhibition. 
Complete program on: www.schirn.de GUIDED TOURS Tues. 4 p.m., Wed. 8 p.m., Thurs. 7 p.m., 
Sat. 5 p.m., and Sun. 3 p.m. BOOK A GUIDED TOUR individual tours or group tours can be 
booked at tel. +49.69.29 98 82-0 and e-mail fuehrungen@schirn.de CULTURAL PARTNER HR2 
CURATORS Lena Essling, Moderna Museet, and Katharina Dohm, Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt 
THE EXHIBITION IS SUPPORTED BY City of Frankfurt am Main 
 
HASHTAG #DJURBERGBERG #SCHIRN FACEBOOK, TWITTER, YOUTUBE, INSTAGRAM, 
PINTEREST, SCHIRN-MAGAZIN www.schirn-mag.com 
 
PRESS Johanna Pulz (Head of Press/PR), Isabelle Hammer (Trainee) SCHIRN KUNSTHALLE 
FRANKFURT Römerberg 60311 Frankfurt PHONE +49-69 29 98 82-148 FAX +49-69 29 98 82-
240 E-MAIL presse@schirn.de 

http://www.schirn.de/tickets

